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Abst rac t - -For  quadratic delay difference systems, a result related to stability analysis is estab- 
lished. More specifically, the zero solution is uniformly stable and uniformly asymptotically stable 
for suitably small delay r < r*, where r* is the admissible maximum value of delay under certain 
conditions; furthermore, the estimates ofthe corresponding stability and asymptotic stability regions 
are given. Hence, the obtained result is both qualitative and quantitative. Also, as a by-product, an 
improved uniform asymptotic stability criterion is established. 
Keywords--Quadratic autonomous delay difference systems, Stability region, Asymptotic stabil- 
ity region, Maximum admissible delay. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [1], we have established the stability criteria for the finite delay difference systems of the general 
form in terms of the discrete Liapunov functionals as well as Liapunov functions. Furthermore, 
this technique has been developed in [2] for the infinite delay difference systems, and has been 
further improved for both finite and infinite delay difference systems in [3]. 
However, so far all the results are qualitative but not quantitative; i.e., we could only assert that 
the zero solution is uniformly stable and/or uniformly asymptotically stable, but we were not able 
to estimate the size of stability region. But, for practical purpose, it would be more important 
and interesting if we could concretely describe the stability region under certain conditions so 
that as long as the initial disturbance is restricted within a certain region the desired stability 
property is guaranteed. 
Inspired by the ideas involved in [4,5] which deal with the autonomous (finite) delay differential 
systems with quadratic right-hand side, we have developed a technique for the (finite) delay 
difference systems with quadratic right-hand side. In that way, the estimates of the sizes of 
stability region as well as asymptotic stability region have been given. 
But as pointed in [6], the results obtained there are independent of the size of delay; i.e., they 
are valid for arbitrary delay. On  the other hand, the conditions imposed there on the system 
are certainly rather restricted. In this work, we will derive the relevant reduced conditions to 
guarantee the required stability for suitably small delay, and we will also establish the estimates 
for the corresponding stability region and asymptotic stability region. 
For simplicity, we consider the delay difference systems with one quadratic term. However, 
the arguments used in this work can be easily extended to delay difference systems with more 
quadratic terms. Therefore, the technique introduced here is rather general and flexible. 
This ~ch  is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China. 
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For our purpose, we first cite some basic definitions (eft [1]) and establish a new stability 
criterion for delay difference systems of the following general form: 
z(n + l) = f(n,  Xn), n E Z +, (1) 
where Z + denotes the set of nonnegative integers z • R t~, and z , (s )  = z(n + s) for s = - r ,  - r  + 
1 , . . . ,  -1 ,  0 with some positive integer > 0. 
We assume f (n,  0) = 0 for n • Z + so that (1) always has the zero solution z(n) = O. 
Obviously, for any given no • Z + and a given initial function ~ : { - r ,  - r+ l , . . . ,  -1 ,0} ~ R k, 
there is a unique solution of (1), denoted by x(n, no, ~), such that it satisfies (1) for all integer 
n > no and 
z(n0 + s, no, ~) = ~(s), for s = - r ,  - r  + 1 , . . . ,  -1 ,  0. 
Let 
I}~11 = sup {l~(s)l : s • { - r , - r  + 1 , . . . , -1 ,0}} .  
In the sequel, we always assume that the variables n, 8, i, mad j take integer values and the 
corresponding intervals and inequalities are discrete ones. 
DEFINITION 1. The zero solution of (1) is uniformly stable (US) if for each e > 0 and any 
no • Z +, there exists a 6(6) > 0 independent of no such that ffll~ll < 6, then 
Ix(n, no, ~)l < ¢, for M1 n _> no. 
DEFINITION 2. The zero solution of (1) is uniformly asymptotically stable (UAS) ff it is US and 
there is a 60 > 0 such that for each 7 > O, there exists an integer N(7) > 0 independent of no 
such that f ine 6 Z + and I1~11 < 60, then 
Ix(n, no,~)l <'r, for all n > no + N(7).  
DEFINITION 3. A strictly increasing continuous function W : [0, oo) ~ [0, oo) with W(O) = O, 
W(u) > 0, f lu  > 0 iscalleda wedge. 
DEFINITION 4. The region f~ defined as 
{v,: {-,',-r + 1 .... ,-I,0}--, Rk I  imx(n, 
is said to be the asymptotic stability region of the zero solution of (1). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose there exists a Liapunov function V : Z + x Sh --, [0, oo), where Sh = {x 6 
R k :lxl < h} such that 
(i) wa(Ixl) <_ V(n,x) < W2(Ixl), 
(ii) AV(n,  x(n)) < O, if 
V(n+ l,x(n + i)) > V(s,z(s)), 
while AV(n,  x(n)) < -W3(Iz(n)l), if 
P (V (n + i, z(n + 1))) > V (s, x(s)), 
for n-  r < s < n with n > O, 
for n-  l < s < n with n > no + fi, 
where x( n ) = x( n, no, ~ ) is a solution of equation (1), ~ and I are some nonnegative integers 
such that l -~  < r, W~(i = 1, 2, 3) are wedges, P : [0, oo) --. [0, oo) is a continuous function 
with P(u) > u, ff u > 0 and 
Av (n, z(n))  - v (n + 1, z(n + 1)) - v (n, xCn)) = v (n + 1, f (n,  x , ) )  - V (n, x(n)) .  
Then the zero solution of (I) is US and UAS. 
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REMARK. Trivially, this result is an improved version of the known result (cf. [1, Theorem 6]). 
PROOF. First, we claim the US. For any given e > 0 (~ < h), choose 6 > 0 with W2(6) < Wl(e). 
Let 
noEZ +, [[~[[<~, and x(n)=x(n ,  no,~o). 
Then, we have 
V (n,x(n)) < < 
We now claim that 
Y (n,x(n)) < WIn(e), 
In fact, suppose there exists nl _> no such that 
V (n,x(n)) < W1(¢), 
and 
Hence, 
for no - r < n < no. 
for all n _> no - r. (2) 
for no - r < n < nl, 
V (n, + 1,x(nl + 1)) >_ 
hV  (nl,Z(nl))  > O. 
Hence, 
P(V  (n + 1,x(n + 1))) >_ V (n + 1,x(n + 1)) + d >_ Wl('r) + Kd >_ Wl(h) 
>V(s,x(s) ) ,  fo rn - l<s<n,  n>_no+fi. 
But then 
V (nl + l,X(nl + l)) > Wl(¢) > V (s,x(s)), for nl - r < s < nl, 
which implies by (ii) that 
AV (nl,x(nl)) <_ O. 
It is a contradiction. Therefore, (2) holds, and thus it follows from (i) that 
Ix(n)[ < ¢, for all n :> no. 
This proves the US. 
To prove the UAS, we let e = h and 60 = $(h) be the corresponding constant from the US. 
For any given ~ > 0 with "r < h, let no E Z +, [[qo[[ < 6o, and denote x(n) = x(n, no, ~o). Then we 
have 
V (n, x(n)) < W1 (h), for n _> no - r. 
Let 
d = inf {P(u) - u}. 
W~ (,,:)<_u<W1(h) 
Then trivially d > 0. Choose K E Z + such that 
WI(7) + (K -  1)d < W1(h) _< W~(7) +Kd.  
We claim that there exists NI _> no + ~ such that 
V (NI,x(N1)) < Wl('r) + (g  - 1)d. 
To prove the claim, we assume the contrary, that is, 
V(n ,x (n) )>_Wl (v )+(K-1)d ,  for all n > no + ft. (3) 
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Thus, by Assumption (ii), it follows that 
yt 
V(n+l ,~(n+l ) )  < Wa(h)- 
j=no+f i ,  
Using Assumption (i) and (3), we obtain 
Wz (Ix(J)l) • 
w2 (l=(n)l) >_ v (n,x(n)) > Wl(7), 
(4) 
This would imply that 
P(Y(n*  + 1,x (n* + 1))) _> V(n* + 1,x (n* + 1)) +d > WI('y) +gd >_ Wl(h) 
> V (s, z(s)),  for n* - l _< s < n*, 
and thus by Assumption (ii), we have 
Y(  n* + 1,x(n* + 1)) < V (n*,x(n*)) < W1(7) + (K -  1)d. 
This contradicts (6), and (5) is now confirmed. 
In the same manner, one may show that there exist positive integers N2, N3 . . . . .  N~, with 
Ni E [no + fi + (i - 1)( /+ [Wl(h)/W3(b)]),no + ~ + i(l + [WI(h)/W3(b)])] such that 
V(n ,x (n) )<Wl( 'y )+(K- i )d ,  for n >_ N~, i=2 ,3  . . . .  ,K. 
Hence, 
V (n,x(u)) < W1(7), for n > NK. 
This implies by Assumption (i) that 
[x(n)l < 7, for all n _~ NK. 
Obviously, if we let N = N(7) = n + g( l  + [WI(h)/Wa(b)]), then [[~ol[ < 60 implies 
[x(n)[ = [x(n, no,~o)[ < % for all n > no + N. 
This proves the UAS. 
V(n* + 1,x(n* + 1)) >_ Wl(7) + (K -  1)d. 
(5) 
(6) 
V(n ,x (n) )<Wl(7)+(K-1)d ,  for all n >_ N1. 
Suppose (5) is not true, then there exists n* _> Art such that 
V(n,x(n)) < W1(7) + (K - 1)d, for N1 < n < n*, 
and 
We next show that 
and thus 
Ix(n)[ _> W2 -1 (Wl(7)) - b > 0, for n > no + ft. 
Now if n > no + fi + [Wl(h)/W3(b)], where [.] denotes the greatest integer function, then (4) 
yields ([Wl(h)l ) v(n+l ,~(~+l ) )  < Wa(h)-W3(b) \ L~J  +1 <0, 
which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, there must be some Na E [no + fi, n0 + fi + [Wl(h)/ 
W3(b)]] such that 
V(gl,X(N1)) < W1(7) + (K - 1)d. 
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2. MAIN  RESULT  
For simplicity, consider the following delay difference systems with one quadratic term: 
x(n + 1) = Ao2:(n) + A12: (n - ~'1 (r~)) + X i n -- "r2(n)) Blx(n),  (7) 
where n E Z +, 2: E R k, A0, A1 are k x k constant matrices, X(n)  and BT1 (B T denotes the 
transpose of B1) are k × k 2 matrices of the forms 
X(n)  = [Xl(n) ,X2(n), . . .  ,Xk(n)], B~ = [Bll,B21 . . . .  ,Bkl], 
with Xi(n) being the matrix whose ith row is xT(n) ---- (xl(n),x2(n) . . . .  ,Xk(n)) and the other 
elements are all zero; i.e., 
while 
x (n) = 
0 





. , ,  0 
0 ... 0 
2:2(n)  . . .  xk(n) , 
0 ... 0 
0 ...  0 
rh11 /~12 /~lk 
Uil Uil • . .  Uil 
[ h12 /~22 h2k 
~ i l  = I ~'il Uil • • • v i i  , 
| 
[ hlk h2k hkk 
, 'ql "il . . . .  ~1 
being symmetrical (i = 1,2, . . . ,k) ,  and Tj : Z + --* Z + with 0 _< Tj(n) _< r for some positive 
integer (3' = 1, 2). 
For vector x and matrix A, the Euclidean orm and the spectral norm are adopted, respectively, 
as follows: 
f k ~ 1/2 
2 :? {Ama× IX' : l~  z l  , 'A' ~-- (AAT)} 1/2, 
where and in the sequel, we denote hoax(') and ~min(') as the largest and smallest eigenvalues of
the relevant matrix. 
Under the above choice of norms, we have [X(n)l = Ix(n)[ and [A[ = ~max(A) if A is symmet- 
rical. 
As an associate system with equation (7), we consider the following linear system without 
delay: 
x(n + 1) = A2:(n), 
where A : A0 + ]3A1 with some constant D : 0 _< ~ < 1 such that A is stable; i.e., the modulii of 
all eigenvalues of A are less than one. 
It is known (cf. [7]) that if the modulii of all eigenvalues of A are less than one, then for any 
given positively definite symmetric matrix C, there exists a (unique) positively definite symmetric 
matrix H such that 
C = H - ATHA. (8) 
Now take the quadratic form 
V(2:) = 2:T Hx 
as the Liapunov function, where H is a solution of (8). Then there holds 
Amin(g)lxl 2 < V(x) <_ Am~(g)[2:l 2,
Hence, V(n, x) = V(x) = 2:'rHx trivially satisfies Condition (i) in Theorem 1. 
For simplicity and convenience, we let f /=  1 in the sequel. Before we establish the main result, 
we need the following lemmas. 
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LEMMA 1. Let 6 be any given number with 0 < 6 < 1, and let 
L = (1 + IAo - II + IBxlY + IA~I [(x + IAo - I1 + IBllY - 11 ' 
where I denotes the k x k identity matr/x. Then, for any solution x( n ) = x( n, no, to) of equation (7) 
with Jill[ < 6, there holds 
Ix(n)l <_ 6L, for no < n < no + r. 
PROOF. Since 
n-1  n -1  
xCn) = x(no) + Z AxCi) = x(no) + Z [AoxCi) - x(i) + Axx(i - r) + X( i  - r lBlx( i)] ,  
i=nO i=nO 
by the assumption, there holds 
n- - I  
Ix(n)[ < 6 + Z [[Ao - I[ Ix(i)[ +[AI[ [x(i - r)[ + [x(i - r)[ [BI[ Ix(i)[] 
i=n  0 
n--1 
_< 6 + ~ [([Ao - I[ + [Nil6)Ix(i)[ + [All6] 
i----n O 
n - - I  
_< 6 + ~ [([Ao - I[ + [BI[)Ix(i)[ + lAx[6], for no _< n _< no + r. 
i=n  0 
By applying the discrete Gronwall inequality, we derive that 
n--1 n -1  n -1  
Iz(~)l _< 6 1 ]  (1 + IAo - Xl + IBxl) + ~ IAxl6 YI (1 + IAo - Zl + IBll) 
i=no i=no j-----i+ 1 
n-1  
= 6(1 + IAo - II + IBxl) "-"° + [Axl6 ~ (1 + IAo - I[ + IBI[) ~-i-a 
i=nO 
_< 6 { (1 + [Ao - I[ + [Bl[) r + JAil [(1 + (-~o -- I[ ; [ -~D1DIA°  - I[ + [Bl[) r - 1]} 
= 6L, for no <_ n _< no + r. 
LEMMA 2. Let x(n) = x(n, no, ~o) be a solution of equation (7) such that V (x(n) ) <_ Amax( H)L2 62 
for no - r < n <_ n*, and V(x(n* + 1))Amax(H)L262 with 6 <_ 1/(L~o(H)) and n* > no + r. I f  
1 - qo(H)[All > 0, 
where ~o(H) = ~/Amax(H)/Amin(H) and H is the solution of equation (8), then the following 
estimate holds: 
Ix (n*) - x (n* - r)[ _< Mr Ix (n*)[, 
where M = u~(H)( IAo - -rl + IAll + IBll) and U = (IAo[ + IBll/1 - ~(H)IAl l ) .  
PROOF. First of all, we note that there holds 
Am~(H) 
Amin(H) Ix(n)[ s < V (x(n)) <_ Amax(g)L26 s <_ ~o2(H) , 
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which implies that  
Ix(n)] < 1, for no - r < n < n*. (9) 
On the other hand, we have 
Amin(n) Ix(n)l 2 < V (x(n)) < Amax(H)L262 < V (x (n* -t- 1)) < Amax(H) Ix (n* + 1)12 ,
which implies that  
Ix(n)l < ~(H) Ix  (n* + 1)1, for no - r < n < n*. (10) 
Thus, it follows from (7), (9), and (10) that  
Ix(n* + 1)1 < IZol Ix (n*)l + IAxl~(n) Ix (n* + 1)1 + IX (n* - r)l IBll Iz (n*)l 
< IAol Ix (n*)l + IAII~(H)Ix(n* + 1)I + IBll Ix(n*)l, 
which implies that  
Ix (n*+l ) [< IA°[+IBx[  Ix(n*) l -#lx(n*)b.  (11) 
- 1 - qa(g)lAll 
It  now follows from equation (7) that  
IAx(n)l = Ix (n+l ) -x (n ) l  <- IAo- I I I x (n ) l+[A l [ Ix (n - r ) [  + lx(n- r ) [ IB l l [x (n) l .  (12) 
Therefore, in virtue of (9)-(12) we derive that  
n*-- I  
I zCn*) -x (n* - r ) l=  ~ ~z( i )  
i=n* - r  
n*--1 
< ~ [IAo - II Iz(i)l + IAll Iz(i - r)l + I z ( / -  r)l IBal Iz(i)l] 
i----W,* --r 
< [IAo - II + IAal + IBal] r~(H) Ix (n*  + 1)1 
< [IAo - II + IAll + IBll] ~r~(n) I z  (n*)l 
= Mr Ix (n*)l. 
LEMMA 3. Let 1 - p~(H)IAll > 0 with some constant p > 1, and x(n) be a solution of equa- 
tion (7). If Ix(n)l <_ eo for an n > no, then for any n > no + r there holds 
Ix(n) - x(n - r)l < M (¢o, P) r Jx(n)l, 
whenever p2V(x(n + 1)) > V(x(s)) for n - 2r < s < n, where 
IAol + 6olBll 
M(eo,p) = p#(eo,p)~(n)[IAo - I I  + IAII + ¢olBll] and #(eo,p)  = 1 - P~(H)IAxI" 
PROOF. It  follows from 
Ami.(H) ]x(s)l = < V (x(s)) < p2V (x(n + 1)) < p=Am~(H)Ix(n + 1)12 , for n - 2r < s < n, 
that 
Ix(s)l < p~(H) Ix (n  + 1)1 , for n - 2r < s < n. 
Then under the assumption p2V(x(n + 1)) > V(x(s)) for n - 2r < s < n, it follows from 
equation (7) that 
Ix(n + I)I < IAol Iz(-)l + IAII~(H)Ix(n + 1)I + ~olB~l [x(n)l, 
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IAol ÷ 6olBal 
Ix(n + 1)l _< 1 - pqo(H)lAl[ Ix(n)l - # (6o, p) Ix(n) l .  
Hence, for any n > no + r there holds 
n--1 
Ix(~)-x(n-r)l= ~ ax(i) 
n--1 
< ~ [IAo - II I~(i)l + IAxl Ix(i - r)l + Ix(i - r)l IBal Ix(i)l] 
i----n--r 
_< [IAo - I1 + tAll + eolBal] rpqo(H) Ix(n + 1)1 
_< [IAo - II + IA~I + 6olnxl] r~(n)~ (60, p)Ix(n)l 
- M (co, p) r Ix(n)l, 
whenever p2V(x(n + 1)) > V(x(s)) for n - 2r < s < n. 
Now we are in a position to establish the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 - ~o(H)IA11 > O, and let A = Ao + A1 be stable. Then for r < r* with 




a=Am~x(H)IAx[2M ~, b=M( IATHAI I+#~o(H)  IATHI[BI[), 
(13) 
and 
where L is as given in Lemma 1, 
F(r) = -Amax(H)[All2M2r 2 - 2M ([AT HAI[ + lATH[ [B~I ,~(H) )  r + )kmin(C )
G = 2#~(H) [ATHI  ISll + Amax(H)IBII2#=~2(H). 
Furthermore, the asymptotic stability region f~ contains at/east a ball SR with the radius 
R = min {1, F(r)/G - a} 
L~(H) ' (15) 
for arbitrarily small number  a > 0. 
PROOF PART I. For any given 6 : 0 < ~ <_ 1 and no e Z +, choose 6(6) as in (14). Let [1~o[[ < 
and x(n) = x(n, no,~O). Then it follows from [x(n)[ < 8 for no - r _< n _< no, that  
V (x(n)) <_ Amax(H)Ix(n)[ 2 < Amax(g)82, for no - r < n < no. (16) 
On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 1 that  for no _< n <_ no + r, we have 
[x(n)[ _< 8L, and thus V (x(n)) <_ Amax(H)Ix(n)[ 2 _< Am~(H)82L ~. 
e = Am~.(C);  
the zero solution of equation (7) is uniformly stable and umformly asymptotically stable. More 
specifically, any solution x(n, no, ~ ) does not leave the ball S~; i.e., Ix( n, no, ~ )[ < 6 for all n >_ no, 
whenever [[~o[[ < 6(6) with 
6(6) = min {6, F(r)/G} (14) 
L~(H)  ' 
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Hence, 
(Note that  L _> 1.) 
We claim that 
V (x(n)) < Amax(H)62L 2, for no - r < n < no + r. 
V (x(n)) < Amax(H)62L 2, for all n > no - r. 
Suppose not, there exists some integer n* _> no + r such that 
(17) 
V (x(n)) < Amax(H)~f2L 2, for no - r < n < n* and V (x (n* + 1)) > Amax(H)62L 2, 
hence, 
AV (x (n*)) = V (x (n* + 1)) - V (x (n*)) > 0. 
Then by Lemma 2, we conclude that 
[x (n*) -x (n*  - r ) [  <_ Mr[x(n*)[. 
Now by virtue of (18), we have 
(18) 
av(x(~*) )  = v (z (n* + 1)) - v (x (n*)) 
[x T (n*)A T + (x T (n* - r) - x T (n*)) A-[ + x T (n*) B?X  T (n* - r)] H [Ax (n*) 
+A1 (x (n* - r) - x (n*)) + X (n* - r) S ix  (n*)] - x T (n*) Hx (n*) 
~__ --,~min (C) Ix  (~*)12 + 2 Ix (n*)IIATHA11 Ix (n*) - x (~* - r)l 
+ 2 Ix (n*)l IATHI Ix (n* - r)l IBI[ Ix (n*)l 
+ 2 Ix (n* - r) - x (n*)l IA~H I Ix (n* - r)l IBll Ix (n*)l 
+ Y (A1 (x (n* - r) - x (n*))) + V (X (n* - r) S ix  (n*)) 
<_ -Amin(C)Ix (n*)[ 2 + 2 [ATHA1 t Mr Ix (n*)] 2 + 2#v~(H)lATH[ B1 [Ix (n*)[ 3 
+ 2 [A~H[ [BI[Mr#~(H)Ix (n*)[ 3 + Amax(H)[Al[2M2r 2 Ix (n*)t 2 
+ Amax(H)[Bll2#2cp2(H)Ix (n*)[ 4 
---~ -- {*~min(C)  -- 2 IAT HA,[ Mr - 2 [A-[ H I IBIIM#~(H)r 
-Amax(g)lAll2M2r 2 } Ix (n*)l 2 
+ {2#~(g) lATH]  [BI[ + Amax(g)lBl[2#2cp2(g)} Ix (n*)[ 3 
- - F ( r ) Ix  (n*)[ 2 + a [x (n*)l 3 , 
where 
F(r) = -Amax(H)[A,[2M2r 2 - 2M ([A THA*[ + ]A~H] IB1[lz~(H))r + ,~min(C) 
and 
G = 2#~o(H)IATHI [Bll + Am~,(H)IBII2#2~o~(H). 
Since F(r) = 0 has two distinct roots 
with r l  < 0 < r2, where 
rl. 2 -- 
b =l= v~ + ac 
a--Amax(H)lAll2M 2, b- -M( IATHAl lq-#~o(H)  IA~HIIBl l) ,  
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and 
c = Amin(C) ;  
while the coefficient of r 2 in Fir ) is negative, we conclude that 
F(r) > 0, if 0 _< r < r2. 
We remark here that the above r2 is nothing else but the r* in i13). 
But then there holds 
Amin(H) Ix (n*)[ 2 _< V (x (n*)) <_ Amax(H)62L 2, 
which implies that 
Hence, it follows that 
Ix (n*)l < ~(H)6L < F~.r,( ~ 
- -  - -  V " 
AV (x (n')) < -F(r)I x (n*)l 2 + e Ix (n*)] 3 _< 0. 
This lea~ls to a contradiction. Therefore, i17) holds. 
Now since 
Amln(H) ix(n)[ 2 <_ Y (x(n)) < Amax(H)~2L 2,
we can conclude that 
for all n > no, 
Ix(n)l _< ~(H)~L <_ e, for all n _> no. 
This proves that the zero solution of equation i 7) is uniformly stable. 
Paoov  PART II. To show the uniform asymptotic stability of the zero solution, we note that if 
p > 1 is sufficiently close to 1, then 
IAol + IBll 
/~(1,p) = 1 - p~o(H)IAll 
and 
M(1, p) = p#(1,p)~(H)[IA0 - II + IAll + IBll], 
can be arbitrarily close to/~ and M, respectively. Let 
Fir, P) = -Amaxig)[A112M2(1, p)r 2 
- 2M(1,p) (IATHAll + lATH[ [B1]#(1, p)~iH)) r + Amin(C) 
and 
Gip) = 2p#(1, p)~o(H) [ATHI IB1 [ ~- Amax(H)[B1 ]2p2u2il, p)~2(H). 
Then it is obvious that F(r, p) and F(r), G(p), and G can be arbitrarily close to each other if 
p > 1 is sufficiently close to 1. 
Now we may suppose that p > 1 is chosen so close to 1 that 
Ix(n)l < Fir---]) -a ,  implies Ix(n)[ < F( r ,p ) -  V~l 
- C - C (p)  ' 
with some suitable a l  > 0, for each arbitrarily small number ~ > 0, and that 
1 - ~ iH) ln~l  > o. 
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Let 5o = R as given in (15). Then by Part I, we know that if I1 11 < 5o = R, then 
Ix(n) J  = Ix(n, no,~v)l < 1, for all n > no. 
Hence, by applying Lemma 3 with e0 = 1, we obtain for any n > no + r that 
AV (x(n)) < -F ( r ,  p)I=(n)l = + G(p) Ix(n)13 , 
whenever p~V(x(n + 1)) > V(x(s)) for n - 2r < s < n. 
On the other hand, as in Part I, we have that 
[F(r)/G - ~] 2 
Amin(H) Ix(n)l 2 <_ V (x(n)) _< Amax(H)502L  _< Amax(H) [ l ~  , 
and thus, 
ix(n)l < F(r) - T - ~' for all n _> no. 
As remarked above, by the choices of p > 1 and ~1 > 0 it implies that 
ix(n)l < F(r ,p)-al  for adl n > n0. 
- C (p)  ' 
Therefore, for any n > no + r there holds 
AV (x(n)) < -F(r,  p)Ix(n)l 2 + G(p)Iz(n)l 3 _< I=(n) l  = , 
whenever p2V(x(n + 1)) > V(x(s)) for n - 2r _< s < n. 
Note that here P(u) = p2u with p > 1 is as required in (ii) of Theorem 1 with fi = r and 
l = 2r. Hence, the zero solution of equation (7) is uniformly asymptotically stable by Theorem 1. 
Moreover, the uniform asymptotic stability region contains at least the ball SR with R as given 
in (15). 
This completes the proof. 
3. REMARKS 
In the end, it is worth making the following remarks. 
REMARK 1. It is easy to see that for a given system of the form (7), one may choose an arbitrary 
positively definite symmetric matrix C to get the corresponding matrix H satisfying (8). Then 
under the conditions in Theorem 2 one can find the corresponding maximum admissible delay r*, 
the number 6(e) in the uniform stability to each given number 6 > 0; moreover, one can calculate 
the radius R of the ball inscribed in the uniform asymptotic stability region. Since the computer 
techniques have been rapidly developed, the calculations of r*, 5(e), and R can be easily done 
without much difficulty. 
On the other hand, it is clear that for different choices of C, the corresponding values of r*, 
5(e), and R are different. Hence, there is an open problem that which is the best possible choice 
of C so that the r*, 6(~), or R attains the maximum. 
REMARK 2. We note that the numbers L, F i r  ), and G in Theorem 2 are independent of e. 
Hence, for any given e > 0 with e _< F(r)/G, by (14) we get 
g 
5(~) = L~(H)' 
which gives us the immediate relationship between E and 5(e) for each admissible delay r. 
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REMARK 3. Even for the same choice of C, if instead of (11) we adopt a different estimate for 
Ix(n* + 1)[ as follows: 
Ix (n* + 1)l < [Aol Ix (n*)l + [AllqO(H)Ix (n* + 1)l + IBII~O(H)Ix (n* + 1)1, 
then we would obtain that 
[AoI lz (n*)l 
[x (n*+l ) l _< I _~(H)[ IA I I  + IBll ] 
and we would derive different values for # and M, and thus a different condition rather than 
1 - ~o(H)IA11 > 0 and the different calculations for r*, 6(e), and R. 
REMARK 4. Obviously, we may choose different values for f~ : 0 _< f~ _< 1 as long as the corre- 
sponding matrix A = A0 + f~A1 is stable. It should be regarded as one of the distinct advantages 
of our approach. Since we have much room to suitably choose f~ and the given positively definite 
symmetric matrix C, there remains an open problem to us: what is the best possible maximum 
admissible delay and what are the optimal estimates for the stability and asymptotic stability 
regions? 
REMARK 5. It is easily seen that the arguments used in this work can be extended to the following 
quadratic delay difference systems of the general form: 
x(n + 1) = Aox(n) + Al  x (n - Tl(n)) -~- X (n )Box(Tt  ) 
"~- X (?~ - T2(n)) SlX(~t ) -{- X (n - T3(n)) B2 x (n - T4(n)) , 
where n e Z +, x e R ~, Ao, A1, X(n)  are the same as in equation (7), Bf  (j = 0,1,2) are all 
k x k 2 matrices with the same form as B1 in (7), and rj : Z + --, Z + with 0 _< rj(n) _< r for some 
positive integer , (j = 1, 2, 3, 4). 
With the aid of computer, there is no essential difference in calculating the numbers r*, 5(e), 
and R between the simple form of equation (7) and the general form as above. Therefore, the 
techniques introduced in this work are rather general and flexible. 
REMARK 6. We note here that the systems (7) as well as the ones in Remark 5 are not au- 
tonomous ince the delays ri(n) may not be constants. Hence, the results obtained here are more 
general than in [4,5]. 
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